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The Lodge at Table

A Historical Retrospective of Masonic Feasts and Banquets, from the Traditional Table Lodge of the
Distant Past to the Forward Masonic Banquets and Dinners of Today
by Pierre G. ‘Pete’ Normand, Jr., Past Master & Fellow, Texas Lodge of Research

If there is in Freemasonry such a thing as Ancient Landmarks,
then the practice of lodges conducting Masonic feasts and
banquets is certainly one of them.
Over the past several hundred years, the lodge at the table
has taken several forms. From the tiled Table Lodge, to the less
formal Masonic banquet, assembly and feast, festive board, or
white table, to the more common lodge dinners that observe no
formality at all, the lodge at refreshment remains an important
part of the work of the lodge. This paper presents a survey of the
history of the lodge at table from its earliest beginnings to the
present day.
The Schaw Statutes of 1599, written for the operative lodges
of Scotland, inform us that the operative Masons required
“prentices” and “fellows of craft” to pay a fee at their entrance or
advancement for a “common banquet” of the lodge. So important
was feasting to the early Masons that “the observance of the
Quarterly Feasts” was one of only two reasons given for the
formation of the first grand lodge.
THE TABLE LODGE
A Table Lodge is a tiled
meeting of a just and
legally constituted lodge,
duly assembled and
opened on any of the
three degrees of Masonry,
in a room or place where
the lodge is authorized
to meet, with a warrant
or charter prominently
displayed, with the
brethren properly
clothed, and the officers
in their jewels of office.
The principal difference
between a Table Lodge
and any other just and
legally constituted lodge is that a Table Lodge is opened and
conducted with the brethren seated at the table. This definition is
confirmed by every Masonic encyclopedist and reliable Masonic
author who has addressed the subject and of whom I am aware.
(See bibliography for a partial list.)
During the eighteenth century, it was the usual practice for
lodges to meet, conduct business and even confer degrees while
seated around a common table. This was simply a practical

measure, as space was limited, and business, degree work and
dinner all had to be done in the same room. In those days, lodge
meetings were usually held in the upper rooms of taverns, inns,
coffee houses and public houses (or pubs).
In fact, the early lodges did not have lodge names as we know
them. While Scottish lodges bore the names of the municipalities
where they met, the early lodges of London and Westminster
were known by the establishment where they met.
The Goose & Gridiron Alehouse at St. Paul’s churchyard,
The Crown Alehouse in Parker’s Lane, The Apple Tree Tavern in
Charles Street, and The Rummer & Grapes Tavern in Channel
Row, were the meeting places of the four lodges that formed the
Moderns’ grand lodge of 1717. Five lodges of the Ancients’ finally
formed a grand lodge in 1751. Those five lodges met at The Turk’s
Head Tavern on Greek Street in the Soho section of London,
The Cripple Tavern in Little Britain Street, The Cannon Tavern
on Water Lane in Fleet Street, The Plaisters’ Arms in Grays Inn
Lane, and The Globe Tavern in Covent Garden.
A large U-shaped table was set-up. In smaller rooms, a
single broad table was used, and in larger rooms an E-shaped
table, with the Master
presiding at the head
table, the two Wardens
seated in the west at
the ends of the two
outer columns, and
the brethren seated
along the columns.
More elaborate seating
arrangements designated
places for lodge officers,
past masters, dignitaries
and visitors. These
Masonic dinners usually
included what was called
“healths” (or toasts),
singing and orations.
Eventually, standardized toast lists were developed and adopted.
The great twentieth-century Masonic researcher and author, H.
L. Haywood, wrote:
“In the eighteenth-century lodges, the feast bulked
so large in the life of the lodge that in many of them
the members were seated at the table when the lodges
were opened and remained at it throughout the
communication, even when the degrees were conferred.
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The result was that Masonic fellowship was good fellowship; in it, as in
a warm and fruitful soil, acquaintanceship, friendship, and affection
could flourish – there was no grim and silent sitting on a bench, staring
across at a wall. Out of this festal spirit flowered the love which Masons
had for their lodge.”
The Table Lodge prevailed in lodges throughout the Masonic world, including
lodges in the American colonies, where the oldest lodge on record met at The
Tun Tavern in Philadelphia. Even grand lodges met as Table Lodges. Records
from both the Moderns’ and the Ancients’ grand lodges demonstrate that
this was their normal and usual practice throughout the eighteenth century,
rather than merely an occasional practice. As has been previously referenced,
the grand lodge of the Moderns was first formed at The Goose and Gridiron
Alehouse, and the grand lodge of the Ancients was created at The Turk’s Head
Tavern.
ON TOASTING
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Toasts were always an integral part of the feast, beginning with toasts to “The
King & the Craft,” the Grand Master, and the Worshipful Master, and included
toasts to The Ancient Craft, the Lodge or its namesake, the newly-made Entered
Apprentice, the Visiting Brethren, “The Nine O’clock Toast” to the Absent
Brethren, and the table proceedings then ended with the traditional Tyler’s Toast
“To all poor and distressed Masons wheresoever dispersed over the land or on
the sea. A speedy relief from their suffering, and a safe return to their native
land, if they so desire.”
Brother Rudyard Kipling paraphrased the Tyler’s Toast in his poem titled
“The Widow at Windsor.”
Then ‘ere’s to the sons o’ the Widow
Wherever, ‘owever they roam.
‘Ere’s all they desire, an’ if they require
A speedy return to their ‘ome.
(Poor beggars! – they’ll never see ‘ome!)
There have always been efforts to limit the number of toasts to seven, and no
more, but during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it was common to
see toast lists that were expanded to as many as nine or eleven or more.
After each toast, it was customary for all present to follow the toast with
a twenty-one count salute, which was given in unison as the proposer of the
toast counted the cadence: “Point, left, right. Point, left, right,” etc.
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The salute was made by drawing three triangles in the air
with the empty glass in the right hand, first to a point at arm’s
length, then to the left shoulder, and then the hand across to the
right shoulder, repeated three times, the second time drawing
the empty glass across the breast, and a third time across the
mid-section. Originally, this was meant to demonstrate to one’s
table companions, seated across the table, and to the left and
right, that each man had faithfully drained his glass. Then, with
three more counts – “Ready, aim, FIRE!” – they would bang
their glasses down on the table in unison, making a great noise.
This was followed by a battery of nine loud claps – three times
three – for a total of twenty-one counts in all.
This salute was known as “The Good Fire” or “Quick Fire.”
The proposer of each toast would begin the salute with the
words: “Brethren, the Good Fire, taking your time from me.”
Some lodges on the continent would often follow this salute
by cheering “Vivat! Vivat! Vivat!” The Masons of this period
developed beautiful heavy-bottomed “Firing Glasses” made of
cut crystal that would make a tremendous sound when struck
upon the table in unison with the proposer’s cadence.
NINETEENTH-CENTURY PRACTICES
During the early nineteenth century, the rules governing Table
Lodges became more rigid. After 1813 and the merger of the
Ancients’ and Moderns’ grand lodges, the new United Grand
Lodge of England became more involved with regulating its
lodges while at labor.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, the Table Lodge
had become almost obsolete. Dr. George Oliver, the prominent
English Masonic author, writing in the middle of the nineteenth
century, lamented that “refreshment is now almost universally
postponed till after the lodge is closed; and in many instances
dispensed with altogether.”
Masonic lodges quite simply stopped meeting as Table
Lodges because of the over-regulation of table procedures
by the United Grand Lodge of England. The members found
that it was much simpler to hold their dinners and banquets
while the lodge was at refreshment, and therefore outside the
onerous regulations imposed upon the lodges while at labor.
Unfortunately, this left the meetings and labors of the lodge
devoid of the enjoyment and fellowship experienced by the
brethren of the previous century.
One of the foremost American Masonic authorities, Dr.
Albert G. Mackey, had this to say about the lodge at table in the
late nineteenth century:
“After the labors of the lodge have been completed,
Freemasons frequently meet at tables to enjoy a repast
in common. In England and America, this repast is
generally called a ‘banquet’, and the lodge is said to be,
during its continuance, ‘at refreshment’. The Master,
of course, presides, assisted by the Wardens, and it is
considered most proper that no profanes should be
present. But with these exceptions, there are no rules
specially laid down for the government of Masonic
banquets.”
Mackey, writing in the late nineteenth century, contrasted the

more regulated tiled Table Lodges of the previous century to the
practices of Masonic lodges at refreshment in his own era. He
wrote:
“...during the eighteenth century, and even at the
commencement of the nineteenth, refreshments in English
lodges were taken during the sessions of the lodge and in
the lodgeroom, and then, of course, rigid rules were in
existence for the government of the fraternity, and for the
regulation of the forms in which the refreshments should
be partaken. But this system has long grown obsolete, and
the Masonic banquets of the present day differ very little
from those of other societies, except, perhaps, in a more
strict observance of the rules of order, and in the exclusion
of all non-Masonic visitors.”
No knowledgeable Mason would question reasonable rules and
regulations laid down for the governance of the lodge while it is
“at labor.” However, Freemasons have always enjoyed the freedom
to enjoy the fellowship, entertainment and Masonic education
afforded by the lodge “at refreshment” without unnecessary
and onerous regulations imposed upon the lodge while it is
not at labor. All literate Freemasons who hope to see positive
advancements in the Craft should adopt the slogan “Education,
not regulation.”
TWENTIETH-CENTURY PRACTICES
Today, Masonic lodges in almost every corner of the world
still consider a formal meal to be an indispensable part of the
evening in which the lodge meets, and they refer to it by the
loosely defined term “festive board.” The traditional toast lists
haven’t changed much, and toasts are still followed by the
twenty-one count “Quick Fire,” although it has become the
custom to deliver the salute with an empty hand, using the
index finger to mark the proposer’s cadence.
In contrast, however, the vast majority of Masonic lodges
in the United States, have allowed these customs to deteriorate
even further, and now merely serve a simple meal to their
members and guests either before or after their meetings. Unlike
the now-extinct Table Lodge of previous centuries, or even the
formal festive board in other countries, there is nothing special
about these meager Masonic meals.
Pot-luck suppers, covered dish casseroles, hamburgers, or
spaghetti served on paper plates with plastic knives and forks,
now seem to be the order of the day. Disregarding the American
Masonic traditions of the lodge at table, which were described
by Dr. Mackey barely more than a century ago, some lodges now
even admit non-Masons to these monthly or weekly suppers. And
some lodges even admit these non-Masons into their lodgerooms
to hear a program. It is of no consequence, as these programs are
no longer about Freemasonry anyway. When the program is over,
these non-Masons are rudely ushered out just prior to the hourand-a-half long monthly business meeting of the lodge.
The age-old customs of the lodge at table, still faithfully
observed the world over, from the British Isles to Australia, from
continental Europe to the Far East, and from South America to
Canada, have long fallen into disuse in most of our American
lodges.
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The traditional Annual Feasts are all but forgotten, and
if mentioned at all, they are treated as nothing more than
deadlines on the grand lodge calendar. In 1948, H. L. Haywood
wrote:
“If at any point our American lodges have fallen away from
the Ancient Landmarks, it is at this point; we have lodge
lunches and lodge dinners, but almost never a lodge feast.
For some mysterious reason, we got it fixed in our minds
that food and drink are somehow a form of indulgence. We
breakfast hastily on toast and coffee, lunch on sandwiches,
and eat a dinner put together out of cans, bottles and
pasteboard boxes.”
A MASONIC RENAISSANCE
But, in spite of the low state to which Masonic dinners devolved
in the U.S., the Masonic feast began to experience a renaissance
in the latter half of the twentieth century. American Freemasons
serving in Europe during the two World Wars and the following
decades visited European lodges and learned the ancient
traditions of the Masonic feast. Upon their return to the U.S.
they reintroduced those customs and table proceedings to their
American lodges.
During the 1930s, Brother Frank B. Crandall of Ayer,
Massachusetts, discovered an extinct French ritual in the
library and archives of the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts.
He translated it to English and adapted it for use at Masonic
banquets conducted by his lodge. In August of 1951, The
Masonic Service Association published a Short Talk Bulletin on
table procedures, written by Brother Crandall. Soon, a few other
lodges around the country, especially those with an interest in
Masonic education, and a love for keeping Masonic customs and
traditions alive, were conducting similar festive board dinners,
performing reenactments of these eighteenth-century lodges
meeting at the table, for the enlightenment, education and
enjoyment of the brethren assembled. Many of these brethren
made them an annual tradition of their lodges.
Of course, it is important to point out that, unlike the early
lodges of the eighteenth century, twentieth-century American
lodges that used this program were not actually opening a Table
Lodge on one of the three degrees of Masonry, but were only
performing an historical reenactment for the education and
enjoyment of their members.
In the late 1970s, Brother John Mauk Hilliard, a native of
Portales, New Mexico, adapted a similar script for use by a
group of young Masons living in New York City. They formed
“The Goose & Gridiron Club,” which met regularly at the
historic Fraunces Tavern at the corner of Pearl and Broad Streets
in New York City. It is Manhattan’s oldest surviving building,
and is owned by the Sons of the Revolution. Brother Hilliard’s
lodge, Independent Royal Arch Lodge No. 2 of New York City,
continues to use these same table procedures and toasts at
its annual “Masonic Feast and Assembly,” which has become
an annual homecoming celebration for many of the lodge’s
members who live scattered across the country.
A number of the more active members of this lodge are also
members of Adonhiram Council No. 43, a regularly chartered

council of the Allied Masonic Degrees, created in 1956. For
many years, Adonhiram Council has conducted an annual
festive board in the Cabinet Room of the Old Ebbitt Grille
during “Masonic Week” in Washington, DC. The council uses
the same table proceedings perfected by Brother Hilliard many
years ago, the lineage of which can be traced back to Brother
Crandall’s original table proceedings of the 1930s.
The Old Ebbitt Grille, located at 675 Fifteenth Street, NW, is
Washington’s oldest bar and restaurant, and is only a half block
away from the Hotel Washington at the corner of Fifteenth and
F Streets, which was for many years the home of the annual
Masonic Week meetings and activities. Several years ago,
Masonic Week was moved to Alexandria, Virginia, and then
to Reston, Virginia. Nevertheless, the members of Adonhiram
Council No. 43, AMD, and a select group of stalwart Masonic
visitors, gather each year in the basement of the Old Ebbitt
Grille and reenact this ancient Masonic tradition.
Over the past thirty-plus years, Masons who have attended
the annual Feast and Assembly of Adonhiram Council have
been introduced to these traditional table proceedings, and have
carried them home, carefully and faithfully instituting them in
their own lodges. And so it is to Brother John Mauk Hilliard, to
Independent Royal Arch Lodge No. 2, and Adonhiram Council,
that we can credit the renaissance of these traditional practices of
the lodge at table.
Most grand lodges have nothing in their laws to prohibit a
lodge from opening a tiled meeting at the dinner table in a room
where it is authorized to meet, nor should they, as it is a Masonic
Landmark practiced by Masonic lodges from time immemorial.
Some other American grand lodges have even encouraged and
protected the practice by creating special provisions in their
laws for opening a regular lodge meeting while seated at the
dinner table, using the official ritual of the jurisdiction.
But today, American lodges that hold formal dinners in
conjunction with their meetings do not prefer to conduct their
labors at the table, but rather to follow their meetings with a
banquet – a festive board – presided over by the Worshipful
Master and Wardens, as all lodge dinners are, and while
the lodge is at refreshment, or after the lodge is closed. The
traditional toast list of seven toasts may be shortened to
only three toasts, usually offered to some Masonic triad, like
Wisdom, Strength and Beauty; the Plumb, Square and Level;
or Chalk, Charcoal and Clay. Like the meeting that precedes
them, these dinners are limited to Freemasons only, and usually
conclude with a speaker who brings instruction on some aspect
of Freemasonry, its history, symbolism and philosophy. As is
proper whenever the lodge is at refreshment, and not at labor,
the modes of recognition and the usual esoteric elements of
current Masonic ritual are never used at these dinners, so there
should be no objection from anyone.
These same lodges often conduct an annual “Assembly and
Feast,” modeled after the formal lodge dinners of ages past,
where the program for the evening consists of the presentation,
or reenactment, of a long-extinct ritual, or a composite of pieces
of old eighteenth-century rituals and catechisms. Remember,
our brethren hunger for Masonic education as much as for
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physical sustenance. These annual dinners usually include a
toast list of the seven traditional toasts, followed by “The Good
Fire.” (Note: Although some lodges may offer toasts at annual
banquets where ladies and other non-Masons are present, it is
entirely inappropriate to perform “The Good Fire” or “Quick
Fire,” previously described, in the presence of the profane, and it
should never be included when non-Masons are present.)
Lodge banquets, or after-proceedings, may be called by
any number of names: “an assembly and feast,” “a table of
instruction,” “a Masonic banquet,” “a festive board,” “a white
table,” “an agape,” or any of a number of different names. But,
it is improper and historically incorrect to refer to them by
the term “Table Lodge,” unless the lodge is actually opened on
one of the three degrees while the brethren are seated at the
table. The food that is served is not so important, as long as it
provides for the needs and wishes of the members assembled.
In New York, the bill of fare might include filet mignon and
potatoes au gratin. In Boston, it might be chowder and lobster.
In Vancouver, it might be salmon and rice pilaf. And in Texas, it
might be ribeye steak and baked potato. But, whatever is served,
it should be a special occasion for the lodge and the members
assembled.
These formal dinners, or festive boards, following lodge
meetings are properly restricted to Masons only, for only then
can unrestricted Masonic education be provided, and our
unique Masonic fellowship be enjoyed. The lodges that have
conducted the most successful formal dinners of this type
reserve the table proceedings, instruction and toasts for the
dessert course after the waiters have left the room.
As speculative Freemasonry moves into its fifth century, this
renaissance of the lodge at table represents a positive resurgence
of interest in the ancient traditions of the Masonic Craft –

traditions that will give the traveling Freemason the tools to
participate in and enjoy the universal Masonic customs he will
encounter when visiting Masonic lodges abroad, no matter
the corner of the globe where he may find himself. The formal
customs and traditions of the lodge at refreshment present us
with the means to give our members what they are seeking. We
should not let this opportunity slip from our grasp. ‡
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Books
The Oxford English Dictionary. Eighty years ago, the “greatest work in
dictionary-making ever undertaken” was completed. And with its enormous
range, unparalleled historical depth, detailed etymologies, and inexhaustible
supply of illustrative quotations, it has enriched the lives of writers, readers,
and word-lovers of all stripes ever since. Begun in 1857, published in ten
volumes in 1928, subsequently revised and expanded to 20 volumes in 1989,
and now adopted to the electronic age, the OED has become the most venerated and most beloved Englishlanguage reference ever compiled.
The key feature of the OED, of course, is its unique historical focus. Accompanying each definition is a
chronologically arranged group of quotations that illustrate the evolution of meaning from the word’s first
recorded usage and show the contexts in which it can be used. The quotations are drawn from a huge variety
of sources—literary, scholarly, technical, popular-and represent authors as disparate as Geoffrey Chaucer and
Erica Jong, William Shakespeare and Raymond Chandler, Charles Darwin and John Le Carre. In all, nearly
2.5 million quotations—illustrating over a half-million words—can be found in the OED. Other features
distinguishing the entries in the dictionary are the most authoritative definitions, detailed information on
pronunciation, variant spellings throughout each word’s history, extensive treatment of etymology, and details of
area of usage and of any regional characteristics (including geographical origins).
A dictionary like no other in the world, the OED has been described as “among the wonders of the world of
scholarship.” Reflecting upon the Dictionary’s 80 years, that statement is today more apt than it ever has been.
—Barns & Noble
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Coil’s Masonic Encyclopedia, Henry Wilson Coil, 33º IGH. Mr. Coil, the late California
lawyer, spent twenty-five years collecting material for this book. With the help of three
of America’s most reliable Masonic scholars, Coil compiled what has become a classic in
fraternal circles.

In the 20 years since its original publication, this volume has stood the test of time. The
range of this reference work is wide. The book includes concordant orders throughout the
world as well as the organizational structure in the US. Coil is well versed in his symbolism
and he includes entries on jurisprudence as well as history. Over 1750 articles amply
discussed from A-Z, plus a Chronology beginning with the 10th Century through the 20th, listing important
Masonic events and facts in order of occurrence. PLUS A HISTORY-READING-DIRECTORY. Sturdy library
binding. A Macoy Published Book. A small sampling of Coils topics covered in this encyclopedia include: Five
orders of Architecture, Masonic Calendar, Masonic Degrees, Definition of Freemasonry, Masonic Presidents,
Masonic Rituals and Scottish Rite.—Macoy Publishing
Mackey’s Masonic Encyclopedia. Albert Gallatin Mackey (March 12, 1807 – June 20, 1881)
was an American medical doctor and author. He is best known for his writing many books and
articles about freemasonry, particularly the Masonic Landmarks.
Albert Gallatin Mackey was born in Charleston, South Carolina, the son of John Mackey (1765 December 14, 1831), a physician, journalist and educator, and his wife. His father published The
American Teacher’s Assistant and Self-Instructor’s Guide, containing all the Rules of Arithmetic
properly Explained, etc. (Charleston, 1826), the most comprehensive work on arithmetic that had
been published in the United States.
After completing his early education, Albert Mackey taught school for some time to earn money
for medical school. He graduated from the medical department of the College of South Carolina
in 1832. He settled in Charleston, South Carolina. In 1838 he was appointed demonstrator of anatomy in that
institution.
In 1844 he abandoned the practice of medicine. For the rest of his life, he wrote on a variety of subjects, but
specialized in the study of several languages, the Middle Ages, and freemasonry. After being connected with
several Charleston journals, he established in 1849 The Southern and Western Masonic Miscellany, a weekly
magazine. He maintained it for three years, mostly by his own expense. He conducted a Quarterly 1858-1860
which he devoted to the same interests.
He acquired the Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and continental languages almost unaided, and lectured frequently on
the intellectual and moral development of the Middle Ages. Subsequently, he turned his attention exclusively to
the investigation of abstruse symbolism, and to cabalistic and Talmudic researches.
He served as Grand Lecturer and Grand Secretary of The Grand Lodge of South Carolina, as well as Secretary
General of the Supreme Council of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite for the Southern Jurisdiction of the
United States.—Wikipedia
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10,000 Famous Freemasons, William R. Denslow. William Ray Denslow’s 10,000
Famous Freemasons is the most well-known and respected collections of short
Masonic biographies ever published. Within this work, is a literal mountain of
information concerning some of the most celebrated Masons as well as the ones
who have made significant contributions to Masonry and society as a whole, but
may have less recognizable names. Originally published between 1957 and 1960 as a
four volume set by the Missouri Lodge of Research, 10,000 Famous Freemasons is an
ideal starting point for any researcher of Masons.

William Denslow, the son of noted Masonic author Ray Vaughn Denslow, was born
on May 2, 1916 in Trenton, Missouri. Like the elder Denslow, who served the Grand
Lodge of Missouri as Grand Master from 1931-1932, “Bill” Denslow served in the
same office from 1967-1968. He held offices in many Masonic organizations and was
named a Fellow of the Missouri Lodge of Research (the only other Fellow was his father) as well as a Fellow and
President of the Philalethes Society. Most Worshipful Denslow died on June 20, 1993 in Trenton [Missouri].
While a few editorial changes have been made, the work is for the most part as it was when first published. The
largest change is the addenda that was at the end of the 4th edition. The addenda was a collection of corrections
and additions to the work. We have incorporated the corrections and additions into the work itself removing the
need for the addenda.
This long out of print work has become a scarce prize among Masonic book collectors. It is because of the value
and scarcity of this significant work that Cornerstone has decided to release this print edition of 10,000 Famous
Freemasons. We hope you will enjoy and benefit from this classic work.
—Michael R. Poll, Cornerstone Book Publishers, 2007. Four volumes, each priced at around $24.00. Available from
Amazon.com and other booksellers.
Making Toleration: The Repealers and The Glorious Revolution, Scott Sowerby. In
the reign of James II, minority groups from across the religious spectrum, led by the
Quaker William Penn, rallied together under the Catholic King James in an effort to
bring religious toleration to England. Known as repealers, these reformers aimed to
convince Parliament to repeal laws that penalized worshippers who failed to conform to
the doctrines of the Church of England. Although the movement was destroyed by the
Glorious Revolution, it profoundly influenced the post-revolutionary settlement, helping
to develop the ideals of tolerance that would define the European Enlightenment.
Based on a rich array of newly discovered archival sources, Scott Sowerby’s
groundbreaking history rescues the repealers from undeserved obscurity, telling the
forgotten story of men and women who stood up for their beliefs at a formative moment
in British history. By restoring the repealer movement to its rightful prominence,
Making Toleration also overturns traditional interpretations of King James II’s reign and the origins of the
Glorious Revolution. Though often depicted as a despot who sought to impose his own Catholic faith on a
Protestant people, James is revealed as a man ahead of his time, a king who pressed for religious toleration at the
expense of his throne. The Glorious Revolution, Sowerby shows, was not primarily a crisis provoked by political
repression. It was, in fact, a conservative counter-revolution against the movement for enlightened reform that
James himself encouraged and sustained.—ABEBooks
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Chaco Culture National Monument-1907, Nageezi, New Mexico. Chacoan Culture: 900-1140 AD.
A United States National Historical Park hosting the densest and most exceptional concentration of pueblos in the American
Southwest.
By 850,Tablet,
the Ancienta Pueblo
population—the
“Anasazi”,
from a342
Ute term adopted by the Navajo denoting the “ancient
Emerald
publication
of San
Marcos
ones” or “enemy ancestors”—had rapidly expanded: groups resided in larger, denser pueblos. Strong evidence attests to a canyon-wide
turquoise processing and trading industry dating from the 10th century. Around then, the first section of Pueblo Bonito was built: a
curved row of 50 rooms near its present north wall.—Wikipedia Photo—Paul Bullock

Baroque Church of the Residence, Würzburg, Bavaria 1720-1744

The Baroque style, typified by broad naves, dramatic use of light, opulent decorations and ceiling frescos, free
standing relief sculpture and gilded column capitals.—Photo by Paul Bullock
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Parting Shot

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (February 27, 1807 – March 24, 1882) was an American poet and educator
whose works include Paul Revere’s Ride, The Song of Hiawatha, and Evangeline. He was also the first American to
translate Dante Alighieri’s The Divine Comedy and was one of the five Fireside Poets.
Longfellow was born in Portland, Maine, which was then a part of Massachusetts. He studied at Bowdoin College.
After spending time in Europe he became a professor at Bowdoin and, later, at Harvard College. His first major
poetry collections were Voices of the Night (1839) and Ballads and Other Poems (1841). Longfellow retired from
teaching in 1854 to focus on his writing, living the remainder of his life in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in a former
headquarters of George Washington. His first wife Mary Potter died in 1835 after a miscarriage. His second wife
Frances Appleton died in 1861 after sustaining burns when her dress caught fire. After her death, Longfellow had
difficulty writing poetry for a time and focused on his translation. He died in 1882.
continues next page
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Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Longfellow wrote predominantly lyric poems,
known for their musicality and often presenting stories
of mythology and legend. He became the most popular
American poet of his day and also had success overseas.
He has been criticized, however, for imitating European
styles and writing specifically for the masses.
After graduating in 1825, he was offered a job as
professor of modern languages at his alma mater,
Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. The story,
possibly apocryphal, is that an influential trustee,
Benjamin Orr, had been so impressed by Longfellow’s
translation of Horace that he was hired under the
condition that he travel to Europe to study French,
Spanish, and Italian. Whatever the motivation, he
began his tour of Europe in May 1826 aboard the
ship Cadmus. His time abroad would last three
years and cost his father $2,604.24. He traveled to
France, Spain, Italy, Germany, back to France, then
England before returning to the United States in
mid-August 1829. While overseas, he learned French,
Spanish, Portuguese, and German, mostly without
formal instruction. In Madrid, he spent time with
Washington Irving and was particularly impressed by
the author’s work ethic. Irving encouraged the young
Longfellow to pursue writing.
On August 27, 1829, he wrote to the president of
Bowdoin that he was turning down the professorship
because he considered the $600 salary “disproportionate
to the duties required”. The trustees raised his salary to
$800 with an additional $100 to serve as the college’s
librarian, a post which required one hour of work per day.
During his years teaching at the college, he translated
textbooks in French, Italian, and Spanish; his first
published book was in 1833, a translation of the poetry of
medieval Spanish poet Jorge Manrique. He also published
a travel book, Outre-Mer: A Pilgrimage Beyond the Sea,
first published in serial form before a book edition was
released in 1835. Shortly after the book’s publication,
Longfellow attempted to join the literary circle in New
York and asked George Pope Morris for an editorial role
at one of Morris’s publications. Longfellow considered
moving to New York after New York University
considered offering him a newly created professorship of

modern languages, though there would be no salary. The
professorship was not created and Longfellow agreed to
continue teaching at Bowdoin. It may have been joyless
work. He wrote, “I hate the sight of pen, ink, and paper... I
do not believe that I was born for such a lot. I have aimed
higher than this”.
Longfellow published several nonfiction and fiction
prose pieces inspired by Irving, including The Indian
Summer and The Bald Eagle in 1833.
In December 1834, Longfellow received a letter
from Josiah Quincy III, president of Harvard College,
offering him the Smith Professorship of Modern
Languages with the stipulation that he spend a year or
so abroad. There, he further studied German as well as
Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Finnish, and Icelandic.
When he returned to the United States in 1836,
Longfellow took up the professorship at Harvard. He
was required to live in Cambridge to be close to the
campus and rented rooms at the Craigie House in
the spring of 1837, now preserved as the Longfellow
House–Washington’s Headquarters National Historic
Site. The home, built in 1759, had once been the
headquarters of George Washington during the Siege
of Boston beginning in July 1775. Previous boarders
also included Jared Sparks, Edward Everett, and Joseph
Emerson Worcester. Longfellow began publishing his
poetry, including the collection Voices of the Night
in 1839. The bulk of Voices of the Night, Longfellow’s
debut book of poetry, was translations though he also
included nine original poems and seven poems he had
written as a teenager. Ballads and Other Poems was
published shortly thereafter in 1841 and included The
Village Blacksmith and The Wreck of the Hesperus,
which were instantly popular. Longfellow also became
part of the local social scene, creating a group of
friends who called themselves the Five of Clubs.
Members included Cornelius Conway Felton,
George Stillman Hillard, and Charles Sumner,
the latter of whom would become Longfellow’s
closest friend over the next 30 years. As a professor,
Longfellow was well liked, though he disliked
being “constantly a playmate for boys” rather than
“stretching out and grappling with men’s minds.” ‡
—Wikipedia
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